
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of service delivery. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for service delivery

Drive activities to appropriate location (in-house, onshore or offshore)
Key escalation point for North American business hours into Vendor
Command Centre
Provide strong people management / leadership to both internal and external
teams (Third Parties) who are responsible for the overall monitoring and
response to XL Catlin Infrastructure issues
Day to day activities include monitoring and reviewing service delivery,
responding to escalations from the team, the business and/or Third Parties
Management of Third Parties and delivery of service against agreed SLA
including escalations, dashboard and detailed reporting and service reviews
Allocate and manage the list of Operational Owners (they take responsibility
for ensuring that the production environment is operating optimally at all
times, and that it is properly managed and monitored)
Ensure operational documentation is maintained
Work with the Infrastructure teams to organize appropriate technology
updates / future state sessions
Perform gatekeeper role as service is transitioned into production – ensure
handover comprehensive including knowledge transfer and transition
completed successfully
Feed into Major Incident Management and Problem Management processes
(owned by Service Management) and ensure adherence within Infrastructure

Example of Service Delivery Job Description
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Strong business process analysis and problem skills required
Experience in supporting Sailpoint IAM and SSO architectures
Sailpoint IAM domain experience in areas such as identity management,
provisioning, authentication, authorization, certification/governance,
monitoring along with experience in security best practices
Effective communication and negotiations skills at all levels, from front line
engineers to executive level along with the ability to influence a client
Fluent German language skills will be required
Commercial and business acumen is an asset


